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From “Guiding principles for Registration and Application of quantitative

Detection Reagents for tumor markers”, we learnt that tumor markers are mainly

used for dynamic monitoring of the condition of patients with malignant tumor,

which can not be used as the basis for early diagnosis or diagnosis, and there is

no sufficient evidence to prove that they can be used for tumor screening in the

general population. In the clinical diagnosis and treatment of malignant tumor

patients, the symptoms / signs of the patients, other laboratory tests and

treatment should be considered.

If we really want our project to assist physician diagnosis and treatment, we

should also conform to the product performance index it mentioned:

1) Minimum detection limit (analytical sensitivity): explain the minimum detection

concentration of reagent or not higher than a certain concentration level, simply

introduce the determination method, if there is a study on the functional

sensitivity, it can be noted together.

(2) Detection range: linear range, detection range or reportable range, high and

low limit requirements (if any) of instrument reporting results.

(3) Precision: the method of precision evaluation is briefly described. It is

suggested that the information of intra-batch / inter-batch, intra-day / inter-day,

in-run / inter-operational precision should be listed in the form of standard



deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV).

(4) Specificity

According to the "Administration of Registration of in Vitro Diagnostic Reagents"

Article 42,

The applicant shall, on the premise of stable raw material quality and production

process, draw up the standards for the declared products according to the

results of product development, clinical trials, and reference to relevant

documents, national standards, industry standards, etc.

The product standard drawn up by the applicant shall not be lower than the

national standard or the industry standard.

But all the specific indicators should be determined according to specific markers


